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Want to run 

the show?  
Here’s your 

opportunity!  

At every AGM (not just at 

BrisLETS), the committee steps 

down. Current officers don’t 

automatically continue in their 

positions, but they may 

re-nominate. 

We therefore seek expressions of 

interest from members ― you, 

perhaps? ― in taking on the role 

of Secretary, Treasurer or 

President. Send your EOI to 

presidentbrislets@gmail.com. 

Role requirements, in a nutshell:  

SECRETARY 

 Prepares and circulates agendas 

for meetings 

 Gives notice of meeting date, 

time and place 

 Takes and distributes minutes 

of meetings 

TREASURER 

 Oversees all aspects of financial 

management 

 Works with other committee 

members to safeguard the 

organisation’s finances 

 Financial reporting, banking, 

record- and book-keeping 

PRESIDENT 

 Plans, organises and carries out 

responsibilities as the club’s 

CEO 

 Defines tasks and expectations 

in order to delegate tasks and 

achieve goals 

What you’ll gain 

Current President Simon Cole says, 

“After two years’ experience and 

self-training as BrisLETS President, 

I’ve learnt many valuable things:  

 people skills and diplomacy 

 IT skills, especially how to use 

new software for easier 

collaboration  

 meeting skills and the legalities 

of incorporation  

 the processes of successful 

decision-making.  

“I can now list these skills on my 

resume and use them in the field of 

management, for employment in 

business or community/

government.  

“If you step forward and are voted 

President, I will guide you through 

the first few months of the job.” 

AGM coming 

This will take place on Sunday 15 

July at the Albion Peace Hall, 

starting at 11:00 a.m. and ending at 

or by 12:30 p.m.  

NewsLETS is coming! 

Your next newsletter will 

morph into a NewsLETS email; 

a shorter, monthly update on 

all things LETS. We hope you 

find the “little and often” 

frequency more useful and 

convenient than “big and 

seldom”.   

Deadline for stories for next 

issue: Monday 25 June. 

Publication: Monday 2 July. 
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President's seasonal 

wrap-up 

As we go into winter and our 

newsletter transitions from its 

current form to a website-based news 

format, I thought a seasonal review of 

activities would be a good habit to 

start. 

Website 

We have finally approved an upgrade 

of the website by the ozCES Website 

Blitz Team, to be paid for in units, so 

you should see a marked 

improvement in its functionality and 

utility. The on-going dollar cost will 

barely change.  

Find BrisLETS folks near you 

The CES website now has a member 

map that enables you to find your 

LETS neighbours more easily.  

Card reader 

We’ve also approved the purchase of 

a PayPal Card Reader so that we can 

accept $s payments (e.g. for new 

members joining), making the 

Treasurer’s job much easier.  

Opinion survey 2018 

Our last survey was in 2012. So 

Events Officer Andrew Gaydon and I 

have been busy creating a survey to 

canvass members on a variety of 

issues.  

As usual, discussion and consultation 

has taken place on Slack. This survey 

will be sent out soon.  

Restructuring Proposal  

I've been busy producing a 

Restructuring Proposal (see page 3 of 

this newsletter). This should lead to a 

system that better utilises our 

“currency” to attract and support 

members to do the many things 

needed to get more traders on the 

platform, and more quality goods and 

services changing hands.  

Other matters 

Waiting in the wings are ―  

 the purchase of a video projector 

for presentations at events 

 the design of a graphic image for 

members to show they accept 

BrisLETS units when selling 

outside of the system (e.g. on 

Gumtree).  

Promotions 

Promotions Officer Alison Bird 

BLCE 0022 has been working on a list 

of materials for us to purchase, 

including pull-up banners and 

brochures. As usual, she has been 

doing an amazing range of things for 

LETS. 

Along with the committee, Alison will 

stand down from this role at the 

AGM. You may decide to nominate to 

for this interesting and varied role. 

AGM coming 

AGM will be on Sunday 15 July at 

the Albion Peace Hall, starting at 

11:00 a.m. and ending by 12:30 p.m.  

―Simon Cole, President 

Following on from the Opinion survey 2018 … 

… will be a Member Activation Drive phone-tree, to individually call all 

270-plus members who are currently technically active, but many of whom 

probably just need a nudge to get trading more.  

The phone-tree will begin with me (Simon) contacting the Local Area 

Contacts (LACs) for our four Divisions.  

Judith Helen, Alison Bird, Andrew Gaydon and I are currently covering these 

jobs until some bright-eyed and bushy-tailed members ― you, perhaps? ― 

realise what a great opportunity this is to get to know people in your general 

area by being an LAC.  

Each of us will then call 15‒20 members in our area and ask three or four of 

them to contact another 15‒20 members.  

Each caller gets a guide on what to do.  

―Simon Cole, President 

Want to contact a seller? 

Not a member of BrisLETS?  

The best way to contact one is to 

join BrisLETS yourself, then you 

can trade — find bargains AND 

meet remarkable people.  

The advantage of membership is 

access to contact details. 

Application form HERE. 

Above: Bargain-finder Anne Tennock 

at the April Trading Day. (Photo: 

Alison Bird) 

https://www.communityexchange.net.au/exchanges/blce/terms.htm
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Restructuring Proposal 

aims to help BrisLETS 

reach full potential 

I've been involved with BrisLETS 

for more than 10 years. In that 

time, I have come to value the 

concept of mutual credit more 

than ever, and the community of 

people it has connected me with.  

It is my heartfelt wish that this 

alternative to money will achieve 

its full potential. Opinions differ as 

to what that potential is. Some 

members are content with the 

status quo.  

A hobby, or something 

more? 

Over the years, I have watched 

BrisLETS trundle along more or 

less as a hobby interest, relying on 

a small group of volunteers, 

sometimes happily, sometimes not 

so much. Each AGM is a near-

death experience attempting to 

find a management committee 

(President, Secretary and 

Treasurer). Other more fun jobs 

are easier to fill.  

As President for the past two 

years, I have seen from the centre 

so many ways in which BrisLETS 

could work more effectively ― if 

only it supported committed 

people to implement them.  

This, and to a lesser extent a 

shortage of materials, seems to 

hold BrisLETS back.  

I would like to see us get past this 

sense of “just surviving” and 

“running on thin air”. We have a 

system of credit that has real value 

that can be more fully used to 

support our volunteers. Other 

than an annual, ad hoc token 

payment of stipends, the key 

people have been expected to 

operate in the gift economy.  

If they’re able to do that and want 

to, all well and good, but many 

aren’t, as the dollar economy fails 

people or becomes less rewarding 

to work for. This can make 

volunteering appealing, but not 

necessarily financially practical for 

some.  

If we want to attract people with 

the skills that are needed (IT, 

management), we need to create a 

rewarding, supportive and 

enjoyable environment for them to 

work in.  

The core committee jobs are 

always difficult to fill, and a unit 

incentive is not the whole answer, 

but it can be part of creating a 

more attractive centre of fun, 

enthusiastic people who share the 

jobs around. 

I have been told by members and 

non-members umpteen times that 

if there were more goods and 

services of real value available in 

the LETS marketplace, it would 

work for them.  

Restructuring Proposal 

coming 

For these reasons, I'm putting a 

Restructuring Proposal to 

members to discuss and debate 

before voting on a final version at 

this year’s AGM.  

Events Officer Andrew Gaydon has 

had input in refining some concepts 

with a proposed restructure, along 

with discussions from other 

members on Facebook and our 

collaborative tool, Slack. This has 

been ongoing for about a month, 

with lots of opinions. I first raised 

it at a meeting at the April central 

Trading Day and will present it 

again at the May and June Trading 

Days. 

Taking LETs to the next 

level 

The Proposal, in brief, has five 

points to facilitate an increase in 

the amount of trading and the 

variety and value of goods and 

services available: 

 Introduce a “soft 

professionalisation” into 

committee work 

 Activate and educate the 

current membership 

 Increase the membership 

through a higher public profile 

 Bring more value to the 

exchange, and emphasise the 

value of units 

 Make it easier to trade. 

The first point involves a Volunteer 

Rewards Program, kept in check by 

a Remuneration Budget, managed 

by a Units Treasurer and approved 

at AGMs.  

It also involves a reorganisation of 

non-Management Committee tasks 

into teams, namely a Promotions 

Team and a Trading Support Team. 

For more detailed information as it 

evolves, go to our website and 

download the PDFs. https://

brislets.com/home-2/newsletters/ 

― Simon Cole, President  

https://brislets.com/home-2/newsletters/
https://brislets.com/home-2/newsletters/
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M ore than 20 people attended the 

Trading Day on Sunday 15 

April. The theme was a Clothes Swap 

and numerous second-hand garments 

were on offer, but trading was also 

quite varied, as usual. Clothing, plants, 

puzzles and many other items changed 

hands.  

Meanwhile, Isabelle Derouet was busy 

in the kitchen again (a delicious stir-fry 

cooking demo ― thank you!) and 

Josephine Brown entertained us with 

beautiful ukulele music while Simon 

Cole sang.  

Simon’s short talk explained the work 

he’s done to plot all our members on 

a map, and discussion followed. The 

map will make it easier for active 

traders to find other members who 

live close by, and it will facilitate more 

trades, car-pooling and support.   

Helpful network solves 

unusual problem  

BrisLETS meetings are very social, 

with lots of chatting and catching up. 

Who else has had a problem solved or 

found out useful information they 

needed at our meetings? I know it’s 

not only me.  

At the April event I was lent a “granny 

tracker”, or that’s what I’m going to 

call it. I had posted my rather unusual 

Want on CES, and someone in the 

group came up with the goods, as 

happens so often in this network of 

helpful and knowledgeable people. 

(Thank you, Jo!)  

For my Mum’s (pictured left) 90th 

birthday celebration recently on 

Cockatoo Island, Sydney, we invented 

a party game where guests would 

track her movements. This would also 

allow them to catch up with her, 

whether at the 21st Biennale of Sydney 

Exhibition, snacking in the Heritage 

Houses or playing games by the 

foreshore. Since my mother doesn’t 

use a smartphone, the device I hired 

for her to carry in her pocket meant 

we could locate her with our phones. 

E stands for Energy in BrisLETS, 

Brisbane Local Energy Trading System, 

because it is a network of local people 

who support each other in many and 

diverse ways.  

― Alison Bird  

M ay 20 was another busy Trading 

Day. Numerous things 

happening meant I lost count of how 

many people attending (at least 25). 

I’m sure another 600 units will have 

changed hands again for goods and 

services traded, worth at least $600. 

This is the trend for our monthly 

trading days this year. 

Isabelle Derouet gave another cooking 

demonstration – Thai green papaya 

salad and black rice pudding. Yum! She 

now has a loyal following, and many 

others cannot resist the delicious 

aromas drawing us into the kitchen. 

 

Memoir workshop 

Josephine Brown ran a stimulating 

workshop about how to start writing 

one’s memoir. She was assisted by 

Elizabeth Shaw, and the pair shared an 

amazing collection of original 

publications to display ideas for the 

variety of ways we might compile our 

stories. It was a very interesting hour 

with creative hints to inspire us. 

Restructuring Proposal 

unveiled 

Simon Cole (President) presented his 

proposal for restructuring BrisLETS. 

(More info, p 3) This led to 

constructive discussion about 

fundraising, stipends for volunteers 

and other BrisLETS management 

issues. It was good to have this chance 

to ask questions. Inevitably there was 

also thoughtful sharing about 

community exchange principles, such 

as trading limits and balanced trading. 

The time flew and I only just managed 

to dash around the tables and browse 

the collections of second-hand books 

on offer. I also bought butternut 

pumpkins, sauerkraut, pot-plants and 

some other exciting goodies, all 

without spending any cash, of course. I 

love LETS Trading Days! 

― Alison Bird  

Report:  April and May Trading Days at Albion Peace Hall  

Taking a trip down Memoir Lane at the 

May Trading Day workshop. (Photo by 

Roy Hanfling) 
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These amazingly simple tools are all you need to go dumpster-diving. 

The milk-crate gives you a leg-up and the grabber extends your reach. 

(Photo by Alison Bird) 

Dumpster Diving – 

Green Talk blows away 

fears about rescued 

food  

BrisLETS members Debby Lynch and 

Storm Furness run a Green Talks 

Series at Oxley Creek Common at 

11:30 a.m. on the last Sunday of each 

month.  

The March topic was Dumpster 

Diving, presented by Hayley 

Thirkettle. Hayley modestly describes 

herself as Robin to Storm's Batman 

because she is a trainee diver.  

She gave an interesting and well-

researched talk on the topic and 

provided thoughtful responses to 

questions. The event was a great 

success with excellent discussion. 

Some things I learned include: 

 Use-by and best-by dates ― 

These are determined in 

laboratory tests of bacterial 

numbers over time, and they 

represent very conservative 

dates. Divers happily point out 

that they and their families use 

common sense, and have never 

fallen sick after eating rescued 

food. 

 Recall items ―If there’s an 

unexplainable heap of identical 

goods in a skip, divers will search 

online to find out if they might 

have been subject to a recall. For 

example, they found faulty 

pressure cookers that had been 

recalled, so it was important they 

learned about the recall before 

putting themselves in danger by 

using them. 

 Legality ― There has been one 

single court case in NSW but it 

doesn’t seem to have been 

significant for our dumpster 

divers.  

 Oz Harvest and two other 

agencies have arrangements to 

collect edible waste products 

from supermarkets and turn them 

into soup-kitchen meals. This 

barely makes a dent in the 

amount of good food going into 

skips, destined for landfill. 

―Alison Bird  

Opinion survey 2018 

It’s been six years since you were 

asked what you thought about 

BrisLETS, so we thought it would be a 

good idea to conduct another survey. 

This survey has 20 questions, 18 of 

which relate to various aspects that 

we would like your thoughts on.  

We will be asking for your name (or 

BLCE number); data from anonymous 

or fictional names will be disregarded. 

The information that you provide will 

be kept in strict confidence. However, 

you may be asked about it during the 

Member Activation Drive to cross-

check your responses.  

Please carefully consider your 

responses to Questions 14 and 15, as 

they are indirectly related to the 

proposed organisational restructure. 

The survey will commence at the 

publication of this newsletter and we 

will collect data for two weeks, so it 

will close on 15 June 2018.  

Results will be published on the 

website and presented at the AGM in 

July.   

For the survey, CLICK HERE and 

thank you for your participation. 

―Andrew Gaydon, Events Officer 

https://18586670.polldaddy.com/s/brislets-2018-survey
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Post your Offers & 

Wants in other 

Australian exchanges 

Your Offers and Wants can be posted 

remotely on CES to appear in any 

group, Australia-wide, including the 

Anywhere in Australia Community 

Exchange (AACE) and the time bank 

(TCMP).  

This works well, especially if the 

services can be delivered by Skype or 

email, or for items easily posted.  

Go to the Add Want or Add 

Offering page and simply select the 

exchange from the drop-down menu.  

Our online software converts 

BrisLETS units into the local credits 

when we trade.  

Keywords useful 

Another hint for offering your goods 

and services to other exchanges: you 

can use keywords at the bottom of 

your listing to make it easier for 

people anywhere to find you.  

Put in “global” as well as relevant 

search terms such as “Skype”, “email”, 

etc. 

―Story & image Alison Bird 

C’mon! Spend up big! 

Do you regularly spend actual cash on 

these everyday expenses? 

 take-away food 

 childcare 

 car washing 

 ironing 

 gardening 

 cleaning 

 music lessons 

 haircut 

 plants 

 baked goods 

 fresh produce 

 children’s clothing and other items 

 gifts 

 soap 

 tennis gear 

 holiday accommodation. 

Stop! You’re missing out 

Think about freeing up some of your 

$$ and instead, spend more LETS 

units on these expenses. 

Because of an understandable long-

term habit of frugality, many cash-

strapped BrisLETS members just 

aren’t getting as much benefit from 

LETS as they could. 

When you join LETS, you’re actually 

encouraged to spend up! 

Take full advantage of the 

BrisLETS system 

To do this, look at your weekly 

budget and discover new ways to 

make LETS work for you, then post 

more Wants on CES.  

If you can’t find a current BrisLETS 

seller to supply your Want, remember 

there are often opportunities to 

recruit suppliers from the $ market.  

Tell them all about LETS and why you 

love it, and promise to be their first 

customer if they join up. 

― Alison Bird & Bel Moore 

Important ― protect your privacy 

Suggest you DON’T put your contact details into the body (the description 

box) of your Offering or Want.  

This is a privacy issue, because non-members are able to anonymously 

browse versions of our lists, to get an idea of what LETS is about. If your 

contact details are there, they will be visible to anyone. 

HOT TIP 

Next time you’re 

selling on Gumtree, 

use this jpg to let 

buyers know there 

are alternatives to 

cash. 
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Membership changes — new registrations            —Judith Helen Shaw, BrisLETS Membership  

A/C 

NO 

NAME AREA OFFERING 

1076 Ingrid Maudlin, 04 0150 5832   Bardon (Sponsor: Nia) Dance | pilates 

1077 Harry Audus, 04 3207 9251 Arana Hills Proofreading | spreadsheet analysis | 

traffic and road-safety analysis 

1078 Jacob Saini, 04 2628 4169 Indooroopilly IT-related support | website building 

1079 Deirdre Seeto, 04 3123 1214 Windsor Gardening help | computer training | 

excess veg & herbs when available 

1080 Luis Varney (company Pelicantropy), 

04 2517 3456,    07 3345 2176 

Coopers Plains Seasonal fruit & veg 

1081 Karen Foster, 04 2362 0069 Arana Hills Curative eurhythmy 

1082 Neola Liebenbert, 04 4740 6539 Sunnybank Hills The biology of Joy massage | light therapy 

| fife therapy 

Balanced trading 

Many people just hate being in 

debt – for good reason. But things 

work a bit differently in the LETS.  

Here’s what the CES Help manual 

says about it. 

T here is no stigma in having a 

negative balance, as it is required 

by our system that the sum of all 

amounts “in the red” has to be equal 

to the sum of all amounts “in the 

black”.  

Best is to have a balance hovering 

around zero over the long term, 

because this indicates that you have a 

healthy balance: you are getting as 

much from the system as you are 

giving to it.  

If your balance remains in the red for 

a prolonged period and is steadily 

increasing (negatively) then it is time 

to do something about it.  

You need to make more sales and 

fewer purchases to rectify this 

situation.  

Update your entries regularly 

Consider adding new offerings and/or 

revising your old ones. 

Your overall balance is reflected in 

your Trading Record and the User 

Balances function, which everyone can 

see.  

Other users will notice if you are 

running a heavy negative balance and 

this may put them off wanting to trade 

with you. 

 

Pattern-making workshop 

In our fast, modern world of mass-

produced clothing, we risk losing basic 

skills such as being able to make our 

own clothing. 

Anne Tennock presented an 

interesting workshop about assessing 

one’s body shape – important when 

making patterns to sew properly fitted 

garments.  Working in pairs (as demonstrated, 

left, by Judith Shaw and Anne 

Tennock) participants traced a body 

outline onto butcher’s paper, then 

learned how to measure up and 

understand individual variations from 

“normal”.  

It was an educational and valuable 

introduction to the subject that opens 

the possibility for creating smart and 

comfortable personalised outfits.  

― Story & photo, Alison Bird 
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LETS Adelaide 

Unconference 

On 8 March 2018, I attended the 

Adelaide Unconference, a one-day 

national LETS meeting.  

An unconference is a participant-

driven meeting; low key and less 

formal than some of our previous 

national gatherings. It has the 

advantage of making less work for the 

organisers.  

About 20 people attended, including 

four from interstate, representing 

Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and 

Tasmania. The venue was Hopes Cafe 

in a beautiful old stone church 

building, quiet and cool on a day with 

temperatures over 35 degrees. 

A LETS market with some beautiful 

local goods on offer was followed by 

talks by delegates on a range of topics 

about community exchange issues, so I 

picked up some valuable ideas. In the 

afternoon we split into smaller groups 

for skill-sharing demonstrations. 

Flying BrisLETS’ flag 

I spoke about some of the ways 

BrisLETS maintains our trading 

activity. Other LETS admins were 

interested to hear about us because 

we are now one of Australia’s most 

active exchanges. 

LETS-community partnerships 

A highlight was seeing the beginnings 

of a partnership between 

Adelaide LETS and The 

Spire Community, a 

Uniting Church 

collaboration. They 

provide very real support 

to the community, 

especially refugees, and 

are looking at ways that 

LETS can be of use to 

their organisation and 

community members.  

Anti-Poverty Network 

There’s also a strong connection with 

the Anti-Poverty Network and an 

invitation for Adelaide LETS to join in 

the Anti-Poverty Conference later this 

year. The Spire provided the venue 

and catering for the unconference at 

Hopes Café, where customers pay 

what they can afford in LETS units or 

in cash. The cafe provides hospitality 

training to volunteers as a way of 

helping them gain employment. They 

connect isolated people to relevant 

services and run several other 

inspiring projects. 

Adelaide LETS meets regularly to 

trade at the One Planet Market, which 

not only includes LETS stalls but also a 

Freecycle stall, ordinary stalls for cash, 

a food swap and so on. It sounds like a 

very interesting collaboration between 

community groups with similar 

intentions to share resources and 

build a more ethical economy. 

LETS and sustainability 

South Australia seems to be 

ahead of Queensland with 

initiatives such as refunds on 

recyclables, some great maker-

spaces and other exciting 

projects happening.  

Adelaide LETS is part of 

Sustainable Communities SA 

Inc., an organisation with state 

government funding from the 

Department of Natural Resources 

Management (NRM).  

Sustainable Communities auspices a 

number of worthwhile projects, and 

NRM has taken on public liability 

insurance for all community 

environmental organisations, including 

Adelaide LETS, with insurance for 

their events. 

LETS and scholarships 

In Fleurieu LETS (South Australia) 

some members are paying their 

Steiner school fees in LETS units ― 

like a LETS “scholarship”, for which 

families must apply. I was interested in 

this example of value on offer in a 

community exchange. 

Apart from the Unconference, I also 

enjoyed visiting Sue and Geoff 

Andrews for a delicious solar-cooked 

curry meal, participating in a 

Boomerang Bags working bee with 

Sue Lloyd, and joining in a post-

conference review meeting that 

allowed for lots of continued LETS 

discussion.  

I always love a chance to hang out 

with Annette Loudon from OzCES 

and learn from her. Then I also had 

fun sightseeing, and I saw a couple of 

shows from the Fringe Festival.  

― Story & pix Alison Bird  

Page 8 
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BrisLETS Briefs 

From Alison Bird & Simon Cole 

 

BRISLETS ON FACEBOOK: 

BrisLETS has two Facebook groups; 

both are “public” so anyone is 

welcome to join.  

Invite your friends to the groups so 

they may read our discussion forum 

and observe some trading 

interactions. 

1) BrisLETS Forum https://

www.facebook.com/groups/brislets/ 

This group is for LETS-related 

discussion, events and news. 

2) BrisLETS Trading Offers & 

Wants https://www.facebook.com/

groups/BrisLETStrading/ 

This group is for goods or services 

offered or wanted by registered 

BrisLETS/CES members. Non-

members can observe, but may not 

join in the trading. 

 Guidelines for use are pinned to 

the top of each FB group. 

 Remember to also post your 

offers and wants on CES, because 

not every BrisLETS member uses 

Facebook. 

 Please do not post Offers & 

Wants in the Forum group, unless 

you have a very good reason (e.g. 

urgency). 

 

SPREAD THE WORD:  Next time 

you put up that ad on Gumtree 

or eBay, consider adding the 

image (right)  to the photos you 

post. 

We'll have a graphic jpeg of 

something similar to this coming 

out soon for all members to use. 

CONVERSION RATES FOR 

TIME BANKS: Our online 

accounting system, CES, is used by 

hundreds of complementary currency 

trading exchanges around the world, 

including LETS groups and time banks.  

Time banks use time (say hours) for 

units to keep score of trading, 

whereas our LETS units are roughly 

based on the national currency.  

When Australian groups started using 

CES, Tim Jenkin from Cape Town 

Talent Exchange (who created the 

software) set up a conversion 

between the time banks and mutual 

credit groups at 25 units/hour based 

on the median wage. 

It has been creeping up over the years 

and now it is 35 units/hour, updated 

on 1 January 2018.  

This means that when a BrisLETSer 

(or member of another mutual credit 

group) trades with a time bank user 

and is charged for one hour, the 

amount debited will be 35 units of the 

local currency.  

This is the source Tim used for 

estimating median wage http://

www.salaryexplorer.com/hourly-

wage.php?&loctype=1&loc=13 

 

CES ON SMARTPHONE: The 

mobi site is handy and functional for 

traders on the go, at an event or 

anywhere.  

With this site you can log into your 

CES account for most of your usual 

actions.  

Bookmark it on your phone: http://

mobi.communityexchange.net.au/ 

HINT: whenever you want to go back 

to the main menu remember to use 

the arrows within the program ― not 

your phone’s back arrow because this 

logs you out. 

 

SOME INTERESTING 

STATISTICS: 

 62,086 units traded by BrisLETS 

users from May 2017 to May 2018 

 270 active accounts ― yet only 

212 have ever logged in to CES 

 46 new members joined in the 

past year 

 506,137 ―more than half a 

million! ― units traded from 

February 2008 to May 2018 

 Spain has 258 community 

exchanges (like LETS) 

 BrisLETS has now been using the 

online accounting system, CES, 

for 10 years 

 The highest single transaction 

ever recorded online between 

two BrisLETS members was in 

April 2016, when Kate Barzdo  

hired Marieke Van Der Leest to 

paint a beautiful mural costing 935 

units, for her Zen Space studio 

 BrisLETS members have 

occasionally lent LETS units to 

each other for a project; for 

example, someone borrowed 

1000 units needed for home 

renovations 

 BrisLETS and Adelaide LETS are 

now about equally the second 

most active exchanges in 

Australia, after FNQCES, which is 

still head and shoulders above the 

rest. 

 

This Units Accepted image may 

be downloaded from our website. 

http://www.salaryexplorer.com/hourly-wage.php?&loctype=1&loc=13
http://www.salaryexplorer.com/hourly-wage.php?&loctype=1&loc=13
http://www.salaryexplorer.com/hourly-wage.php?&loctype=1&loc=13
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Northey Street Winter 

Solstice Festival on 

Saturday 23 June 

This exciting festival is a full day 

of workshops on permaculture 

and wellbeing, with music and 

dance, culminating in a bonfire 

and Winter Solstice ceremony.  

Organisers have catered for 

adults, teens and kids. 

Good news for BrisLETS 

members 

Northey Street City Farm 

(NSCF) has agreed to provide 

10 festival-entry tickets for 

100% LETS units, this year, and 

they are also honouring the 

early-bird price, which is 

20 units instead of $20 

for an adult.  

(To get this into 

perspective, the 

early-bird deal actually 

ended on 30 April, and 

regular prices are $30 

for adults.) 

There are also family 

packages and discounts 

for children. 

Booking enquiries  

Email Alison Bird at 

aliart@aliart.com.au  

Can you help? It’s worth your 

while! 

They also need workers for setting up 

the festival on Friday 22 June, and 

packing down, late at night, on 

Saturday 23 and also on Sunday 24 

June. 

This work will be paid for in units. 

When and where details 

 Saturday 23 June 2018 

 10.30 a.m.‒10.00 p.m. 

 Northey Street City Farm  

 16 Victoria Street, Windsor 

More info? 

Visit https://www.nscf.org.au/solstice-

festivals/  

or contact Georgia Railton-Stewart at 

enterprise.mgr@nscf.org.au 

BrisLETS 30th 
anniversary 
celebrations 

Watch this space (or one just like it) 
for details of the above, in next 

month’s first edition of NewsLETS. 
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Exploring HSBNE, 

HackerSpace Brisbane  

I visited HSBNE (Hackerspace) on a 

Tuesday Open Night and I loved the 

tour around the facilities.  

A hackerspace (or makerspace) is like 

a tool library but you don’t take home 

the tools. Instead, you use them 

whenever you want to in the 

convenient large workrooms on site.  

This community workshop, located at 

221c MacArthur Ave, Eagle Farm, has 

a very impressive range of equipment, 

with designated sheds and studios for 

woodwork, metalwork, blacksmithing, 

forging, casting, electronics, digital 

fabrication (3D printing, laser cutting 

etc.), arts and sculpture, printing, 

sewing, auto-mechanics, and more.  

Recycled materials, e.g. a huge 

woodpile, also metals etc., are used 

wherever possible and these are 

supplied free for members’ projects.  

Members regularly recycle old 

batteries for use in e-vehicles and 

home battery systems. Others invent 

life-hacks, service their 

vehicles, make and 

upgrade drones, design 

robots and 

microcontrollers, create 

costumes, practise 

hobbies, learn skills, access 

expensive and specialised 

tools, and build dreams.  

The buildings are set 

around a central courtyard 

in which a “tiny house” in 

progress is currently 

parked.  

The owner is using 

HSBNE equipment to build her new 

home. The outside looks complete, 

and peeking through the windows 

revealed interesting although 

incomplete fittings. 

Membership of HSBNE is $60/month 

($30 concession) and entitles you to a 

swipe-card for entry 24/7 as well as 

access to many of the machines; 

however, for some of these, it is 

necessary to do a how-to course or 

safety induction first. 

There is a storage room for members’ 

unfinished projects, a meeting room 

and so on.  

Collaboration and socialising happens 

between people with common 

interests.  

I do think it might be possible to build 

or make anything there, as claimed on 

their website!  

Visit http://hsbne.org/ and https://

www.facebook.com/HSBNE/ 

― Alison Bird 

General pointers for LETS trading  

 Check the BrisLETS terms and conditions 

 Trading is always optional 

 Be clear with prices and terms 

 Say up front if you expect part-$ payment 

 LETS is as good as the relationships within: 

respect and kindness will help 

 If you are happy with an experience, leave a 

recommendation for the trader 

 Speak up straight away if you are not happy 

with a trade 

 If ever you feel uncomfortable about a 

trading arrangement, please make use of the 

Mediator service. Contact Admin for 

information. 

USEFUL CONTACTS AND INFORMATION 
 

DEADLINE (last day) for receiving stories etc. for the July issue of 

the new monthly NewsLETS: Monday 25 June. This allows time to 

edit and check the stories, then do the design work for the 

newsletter. PUBLICATION date will be Monday 2 July 2018. 
  

MAIL: PO Box 206, Annerley Qld 4103 

EMAIL for newsletter: josephinembis at gmail dot com 

WEBSITE: https://brislets.com 

FACEBOOK: https://facebook.com/groups/brislets/ and https://

facebook.com/groups/brisletstrading/  
 

YOUR COMMITTEE 

President: Simon Cole BLCE4104 | Secretary: Jen Acevido 

BLCE1308 | Treasurer: John Tennock BLCE1472 
Website Administrator: vacant—seeking EOIs; contact Simon 

Cole at presidentbrislets@gmail.com 

CES Website Administrator: Alison Bird BLCE0022 

Membership Secretary: Helen Shaw BLCE0303 

Imagine using equipment like this without having to 

buy it yourself! That’s what you can do as a 

member of HSBNE. (Image courtesy of HSBNE) 
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